
BOOKS AND AIJTHORS

JÁNos KoRNAI

ON THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF ECONOMIC THEORISTS,
ADVISERS AND POLITICIANS

PrcJace to tbc Russían edítíon o/ Economics of Shortage*

It is a great pleasure and honour for me to have my Economícs oJ Sbortage

published in the Soviet Union.
The facts there discussed are well-known. Hungarians and Soviet citi-

zens, Chinese and Rumanians, Cubans and Poles are all equally aware of
what it means to queue for meat and shoes, be on the receiving end of rude
remarks from shop-assistants instead of getting the goods requested, wait for
years for a flat from the Council, or to find production stopped in the factory
because there is a lack of raw materials and components. From shortage
ensues a diversity of losses: it reduces consumer satisfaction, hinders proper
production, and takes away important incentives for technical development.
What is, perhaps, the heaviest loss of all is that the seller has the advantage
over the buyer; the individual's autonomy and freedom are violated. The sell-
er's domination frequently places the buyer in a humiliating position, either
as a customer in the shop, or as a worker in the factory. We have here a most
specific field of political economy: we are not studying the reladonship be-
tween man and things but are discussing social relationships among people
when trying to clarify the causes and consequences of chronic shortage.

Soviet economists recognised this problem early. The present book also
refers to works written by L. N. Kritsman in I9z5 and V. V. Novozhilov in
t9z6. Later on, however, for decades people only talked about shortage at
home, perhaps when standing in a queue; shortage did not figure as a topic of
scholarly research. Here it is worth stopping for a moment to consider what
the actual task of the economist investigating the problems of socialism is.

In the long period of time when economists in the socialist countries
carefully avoided discussing the phenomenon of shortage and other, similarly
delicate questions, their philosophy was determined along the following

+ For an EnglishJanguage edition see János Kornai: Economics oJ Sharta1c, North Holland Publish-
ing Co., Amsterdam, Oxford, New York. r98o. 63r pp.
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lines. Socialism is a system which satisfies the old desires of mankind. A1l of
its laws, by definition, exert a favourable influence. Consequendy, all the un-
favourable, harmful phenomena, which cause human suffering or economic
loss, are merely passing inconveniences, resulting from negligence or bad
work on the part of individuals. It is also possible that the harmful
phenomena are brought about by elTors on the part of this or that
leader lvho acquired exnaordinary power-a Smlin or a Mao--and since such
individuals exert enormous influence, the losses caused can be yery grave.
This much is certain, however-to follow this thinking-the problems are
independent of the fundamental social relationships of the existing system.
In socialism all the laws are "good". Problems, if they exist at all, come into
being only because individuals did not recognise the "good" laws, imple-
mented them badly, or actecl against them.

In tlre works that resulted from this rvay of thinking, the duties of the
economist, the observation, description, and explanation of reality, the
appraisal of the given siruation, and the drawing up of practical asks and

Programmes appear in conjunction. These spheres of competence are described
in the economic literature under different denominations, conrrasting the
"positive" (descriptive_explanatory) theory with the "normative" theory
(evaluating and making recommendations). In the works inspired by
the thinking outlined above, the answers to be given to two questions, which
ought to be sharply distinct from one other, intertwined: what is it that
exists and what is it that should exist ? What ís realit1 and what should the
desirel situation be like? The imagined properties of the ideal, perfect
sociery is referred to by these works as "objective laws" while the internal,
real contradictions of real sociery do not even appear in their analysis. The
most important requirement of .chol.rship, the .orrtr.rti.rg of ,t.t.Áent with
observation, experience, and facts, remains unsatisfied.

Similar to works by a number of others, the present book is based upon a
way of thinking and approach different from that outlined above. Its
starting-point is that we must face reality, whether we like what we have
observed or not. The first question a conscientious researcher must pose him-
self is not whether what he sees is "good" but whether what he has sated is
true or not. rs the description supplied in accordance with the facts? And
if the researcher, following his own conscience, meets this, the only
possible scientific criterion, then he has the right to commit to paper
what he has stated, whether the truth which thus comes to light is pleasant
or unpleasant.

The word law has been abused so frequently (and this has given rise to
so many misundersundings) that the writer is relucmnt to use it. Let us use
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more modest expressiorrs than that : let us speak of social regularities, tenden-

cies, the inclinaiions of the system, its behavioural patterns. The basic pre-

cept of the book is that the eéonomic system which was typical of the social-

1st economy prlor to decenrr alizíngreforms inevitably creates shortage. This,

then, is a i.g,.rlarity which necessarily comes into being under certain social

circumstances.
The phenomenon is general. No one states that in this system there is

always ,hor..g. and of everything. The statement is more qualified than that:

t.r.r.r.ly that 
-none of the i.rrporir.rt spheres of the conomy is free from

,hort"g.; it appears in the mirket for consumer goodsand.services, in Pro-
ductiá, i" tÉ. allocation of labour, in investment, in foreign ffade, and in

international currencies. The phenomenon is chronic: it manifests itself in

every period; it alway, ,..pp.árs following the occasional temporary success

of ti,. efforts made'to d.T.rt it. The system ensures the reproduction of
shortage.Thephenomenon is of a self-generating character: shormge breecis

,horm!.. Th; phenomenon is intensive : it prevails in _great _strength
arrd e*.rt, " 

,r.orrg influence on the behaviour of aIl members of societ1'.

When there is *arrifested in a system general, chronic, self-generating, in-

tensive shortage-in the sense described and defined here-then this sYstem

may be referred to as a shortage econom).
'í-he book attempts to present a causal analysis. If_something is frequent,

permanent, and intensive, it crrrrrot b. accounted for b_Y the occasional,

accidental errors of individuals. The argument that shortage is created

by the eíTors of calculation in planning, or the selfishness and carelessness of

.árt"i1 factories, or the lack of care on the part of some sellers, does not Seem

to be convincing. W" have to seek causes lying deeper :h.l that.

The analyri, 
-pr.r.nted by this book tries to proceed backwards from the

phenomerra'observable by everyone to the more superficial and then the more

g.rr.r"1 causes of " rnoie fundamental character, delving into. deePer and

á..p., layers of cause and effect. It discusses the extent to rvhich shorcage

pháo*.r, ,.rry be explained by the various frictions in the economy, that

i, by conflicts,.,d *."Énesses in information, decision-making, and decision-

i*p1.*.ntation. The next layer is the connections benveen chronic shorrage

".rá 
th. different social effeit--echanisms: expansion and quantiry drive,

investment hunger, hoarding tendency, the almóst insatiable demand of the

state sector foi production inputs and especially investment resources.

To go another 1"y., deeper: how can the tendencies above be accounted

fo, iy the *..É ,"spo.rsiueness of the smte firms_to, prices and 
_p.rofit,

the lack of comp.rlsio., towards profit, the set of phenomena which is

referred to by the book as the soft budget cons aint of the enteqprises?
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This is related to the fact that state-owned companies are much more de_

Pendent uPon the bureaucraq/ they are subordinate to than their customers.
Their life or death, their contraction or expansion does not depend on their
success in competition but on what the authorities exercising paternalist con_
crol wish to do with them. This casual analysis could probatiy be continued
and the question as to why may be raised after each answer. However, it ap-

Pear_s from the analysis in this work that shortage will be constantly i"-
Produced as long as the vertical dependence of the company remaini the
dominating relationship in production.

Since my book has been published, it has been the subject of much discus_
sion both in Hungary and abroad. rn ten to rwenty years' time, followinga
great deal_more discussion and, hopefully, after extensive research based.rpór,
as many facrc as possible, economists will probably have understood the set
of problems related to shorage better than was possible when this book was
wriften. I expect the analyses of the book to be the subject of discussion

1Tolg my Soviet colleagues as well. However, r would be very h.ppy
if, what is more important than this or that economic propositior, 

"rgu.d 
in

the book, the philosophy and ethics of science, upon which ihis work ii based,
met with as great an understanding as possible. r would be glad to see as
wide T 1gr:ement as possible that we have to face facts even if they induce
negative feelings in us. We do not have the right to avoid delicate truths.
We cannot be satisfied with superficial answers but have to try to find the
d:.P roots of problems and maladies. We have to reveal the true regularities
of the economic realiql around us, the genuine explanation of *"r-, pheno-
mena and of the lasting tendencies.

.Even among those who share these views there will probably be come who
will put down the book in disappointment for the 

",.rtho, 
p..i.rrt. no guide-

lines on how to remedy the eiiiti"g disease. What is tÉe value of a-diag-
nosis without a therapy?

Letrrs stay with the simile taken from health care. A few years ago I wtote
a study_on the analogy berween themedicine and economics(Contradic-
tíons and Dilemmas. Budapest, Corvina, t985, and Cambridge, MIT Press,
l986) 

i "o.t 
long ago a Russian manslation of this was publishá by the Soviet

journal .EAo. At this point I would like to return io th. line of thought
outlined in this work. There is no doubt that the most impormnt thing'is
for the sick man to survive, and, if possible, recover from 'hi, dir..... É.rt
this cannot be achieved by commanding the doctor to prescribe some medi_
cine because the patient must recovet. "L,ung diseaie," "consumption"
(later known as tuberculosis to medicine) tortuied people for thous"rrd, of
Years. Th.y implored, at times threatened, first,or..r.ri and Iater the culti-

l3
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vators of the profession called medicine. A11 kinds of creatment were admin-
istered.to the patients: prayer, exorcism, hot and cold baths, a huge diversiry
of medicinal herbs and chemicals. Finally, and only in r 89o, Robert Koch
discovered that tuberculosis is caused by a bacillus. When he arrived at this
conclusion, he was unable to indicate how to fight the bacillus. More than
half a century elapsed before a rca|Iy effective medicine, screptomycin, lvas
discovered and tuberculosis ceased to be a killer. True, understanding the
cause of the disease made it possible to make use of sensible forms of ueat_
ment prior to the discovery of a really effective medicine: the pacients were
carefully nursed, sent to places where the air was reputed to be good, their
fever was alleviated, perhaps a part of the iungs was re-ored. The medical
profession respected the Hippocratic oath : at least harm should not be caused
to the patient.

And now let us retuín to our own profession. The complicateci regularities
of the operation of the socialist system have not yet been revealed. In this
resPect we are in a much weaker position than the economists in the capialist
councies attempting to understand the operation of their orrTl sl-stem. It is
almost as if we were just getting down to this enormous task. Some econo_
mists are very sure of themselves: they just look around and knorv already
what must be done. The author does not belong to this n?e. \\'e do not know
exactly what causes the malady of our patient, the socialist economy. We are
not faced by 

^ 
single disease but a whole complex of negadve s},mptoms.

What is the connection between them? Do they have separate causes or are
they the consequences of common causes ? Are they properties that are
inherent to the system, any kind of socialist s}:stem, no mafcer which par-
ticular mechanism they might operate with, or do they follow exclus iiely
from one version of socialism, an overcenmalized command economy? Can
all the maladies be remedied or, may some be impossible !o oi,ercome and
only an alleviation of the symptoms be attained? There are a whole host of
questions which have not yet been answered convincingly.

The questions above raised in general terms can be made more specific
with regard to the subject of the present book, shortage. Although I have been
studying this topic for several years, I have to confess that I am unable to
Provide a definite answer to a number of questions. A few paragraphs above
I stated that shortage is a necessary concomittant of a command economy,
the old overcen alised mechanism. From this, however, it does not follow
automatically that the statement may be simply inverted for normative pur-
Poses: it is sufficient to eliminate the command economy and grant greater
autonomy to the state-owned firms and this in itself will terminate shortages.
rt seems to me that this is a necessary but not sufficient condition in itselÍ to
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put an end to the shortage economy nature of the system and reverse the
present situation where buyers compete for sellers and replace it by a com-
petition betrveen producers and sellers for buyers. It has not been fully
clarified yet which are all the suficient and necessary conditions for elimi-
nating shortage.

Scholarly examination cannot give finite answers to these open questions,
because the practical reforms carried out so far have not led to unambiguous
results. I can say personally that I am a long-standing, sincere, and enthu-
siastic advocate ofiefor.rrs 

".,d 
I would wholJheartedl/ welcome successes as

convincing as possible for them. However, those engaged in a scientific
discipline-and this I wish to stress again most emphatically-must take
as a starting-point not desires but observed facts. The reform process has
a fotqr-year history in Yugoslavia, twenty in Hungary, and almost a whole
decade in China. Al1 three countries represent specific mixtures of amazing
results and disastrous failures. It would be dishonest to notice only the results
for reform propaganda purposes, or point merely to the failures for those of
counter-propaganda. Among other things, from the pointof view of the subject
of the present book, that is shortage, and the related other serious trouble,
inflation, the experience of these three countries does not indicate unequi-
vocally the way out of the probiems. It is not the task of this short preface to
srike a balance among the reforms carried out so far and clari{, why the
situation is lopsided a"d why progress is not more rapid. Here I merely wish
to point out that it is understandable that we are not in possession of a plan
of action aiming at the elimination of the shortage economy which would
be scientifically well-founded, in the liberal sense of the term.

The reform measures caíTied out in any of the socialist countries so far
can be looked upon as experiments, irr the scientific sense of the term. One
might risk drawing strong conclusions even from a few experimenm if the
results of the experiments are unequivocal. Unfortunately, the experiments
of the reform processes so far were not conclusive; they did not provide
enough information for valid scientific inference.

It does not foíl,ow from all the above that I am suggesting that we should
stop and hold all practical steps until economics has explored the problem in a

finite and irrefutable manner and placed in our hands a programme of action.
Here we must break eway from the analogy taken from medical science and
emphasize that history will not wait for the men of science to have clarified
tlre problems. There is a division of labour not only within the economy, in
production, but also in social action. First there is division of labour berween
the politician and the economist. The politician, the statesman, who under-
takes the responsibiliry of leading sociecy, works under the compulsion of

13'
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having to act. He is av/are of his having to take Teps even if he does not

k ro*".* actly what will be the consequences of these stePs 
_and 

what the

hidden con rections are that move the complicated social medium in which

he is taking political action. rn most cases, ii is internal conviction and beliefs

rather th.i irict and objective scientific analysis which insPire in him the

stePs to take.
A, f", as those active in science are concerned, there is a division of labour

too; not everyone is ready to undertake the same ask. Some feel that theY

are able ro -.k. quick arrd r.solute decisions in practical maffers, following

the resuls ,.r."r.i, revealed so far and-what is actuaLLY far more realistic-
their own conunon sense. At the same time, other economists feel the vocation

to perform basic research and analyse the deeper problems and do not

.o.riid., themselves suitable for the role of practical advisers who contribute

to the preparation of cuíTent decisions,

Fu1l^respect is reserved for those among our economist colleague: *h9

concentrate their intellectual power on drawing up operative ProPosals and

practical action programmes c_apable of being. imp}eTented immedia,:ly,

th.i, work i, ,r...rrr'ry; the refoim policy requires their particiPation. fr.Y_

can help in making .hrng.s íT_lore carefully planned and in making.u,: 9f
i.rt.rrr"iional experi..r.. Ár. fully and successfully. Butwhile sincerelY feel-
ing a justificatitn for this respett, I claim the same for those who have

"rí;grr.d 
themselves different áuties. A Robert Koch was needed, a man

,"^Íy to spend so much time over his microscop..:o:".9|,oysh he did not

heal'a sirrgl. person suffering from tuberculosis in his lifetime. Some.Per-

form op.i"tio.,s, bravely cuitirrg into 
_the _ 

fesh of the patient; others,

shrinkirig from taking a'lancet in their hands, o7 
'o 

discover the secrets of

the humL organism i., the laboratory. Perhaps the work performed by the

theoreticians engaged in basic r.r..r.h also yields some immediace_Practical

use: if nothing Jls-e, th.i, analysis may restrain _rash _or.spectacular 
but actu-

ally usele5 o."even harmful áctions,-or cool the illusions and exaggerated

.*p..t"tions which may later result in disappointment. Beyond this ungrate-

f,rib,rt useful role of h.lpi"g people to sobei up, basic research and theoredcal

investigations maft,oorr.rii later, indirectly_and with great_delay,, render

"ssirt"i.. 
in the thoro.rgh trnderstanding of the situation and of the tasls

to be done and, ultimaíe\y, of the practical development of sociery,.

Mutual respect, understanding, ind tolerance in reladon to oPinions,

philosophi., arrd commitments different from our own are important things
.,,ni.r, *. *. in great need of in the world of science. No institution, or-

ganízatiorr, *ou.irent, scientist, or politician .can 
consider itself or himself

tf"tlill.. This book, together with th. ...ognitions and mistakes contained
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in it, would like to help strengthen this spirit and the fruitful evolution of
scholarly discussion.

Finally, I wish to end on a personal note. I wrote my first academic paper,
my Ph.D. dissertation urrderstanding "The Overcentralisation in Economic
Administration" in t 95 5 -I956.Soon aftet it appeared in book form in Hun_
g|rian and in, ry5g.it was published by Oxford Universiry Press in English.

Firry years have elapsed since my first work was published in a foieign
Ianguage. Let me now confess that r was frequently saddened by the fact
that while my books were uanslated into sevéral languages in the socialist
and in the capitalist countries, not one of them was published in the Soviet
L/nion. True, some articles of mine appeared there sporadically but this-I
felt-could not make up for the books in which I- elaboratád my views
and ideas far more completely and more comprehensively. A11 the greatet,
therefore, is the gratitude I feel towards those who itood up io, the
Publication of my books.First of a11,I have to name thelate R. Karagedov,who
Presented an excellent and concise suínmary of the ideas of this book and
recommended it for publication in the Soviet Union many years ago. But
mention should also be made here of the names of the othei éo[eagues who
again and again argued for the publication of the book in the Soviet Union;
let me mention at least those whose efforts to this effect are known to me:
T. I. Zaslavskaya, A. G. Aganbegian, and O. T. Bogomolov.

I am grateful to D. Markov and M. Usievich, the translators of the book,
as well as to the editors for their enormous and strenuous work, and to the
Nauka publishing house which took on the publication. Mry I take the
oPPortuniry t9 extend my heartfelt gratitude to all those who promoted the
Publication of my book in the Soviet Union through their initiatives and
participation.


